LITERATURE REVIEW

Mahatma Gandhi-An Indian model of servant leadership paper wrote by Annete Baranatas & Paul Sundararajan cliff board publish in journal ITLS Volume 7 ISS 2-2012. In this paper he pointed Gandhi is a role models for leadership & their outstanding leadership qualities can be studied because they made in India by their leadership.

Rekha Mohanty wrote a research paper under the title "Honorable Smt. Pratibha Devi Singh Patil (First Women President of India)" in her papers she focused in twenty first century India moves forward to great global presence Smt. Patil has the opportunity to bring meaning & importance to the role of the Indian President this paper published in Orissa review.

Viviane Robinson a great political researcher wrote a research paper "The Impact leadership on students out comes making sense at the evidence" published in ACE research 2007, https://research.acer.edu.au/research_conference_2007/5. Published empirical research used to synthesis the evidence about the impact at difference types at leadership on students academic & non academics outcomes.

"Leadership for improving the quality of the secondary education some international developments "a research paper wrote by famous researcher Bill Mulford published in 'Profesovado' 10,1 (2006). The researched described that leadership I accountability has erected every new working context for both teachers & school lecturers.

David A Winter published a world class research paper under the title "Philosopher King or Polarizing Politician? A Personality Profile of Barack Obama.” In political psychology Vol 82 No.- 6 2011. He commented on a great politician Barack Obama.

Niki Lambropoulos & Marianna Vivotson published a research paper under the title "Distributed Leadership for interconnected worlds" published in journal "Human Technology”,Volume 7 (1) May 2011 ISSN 1795-6889. He wrote about the technological advancements in the second half of the previous century generated the potential for participatory decision making in organizational & governmental institutions.
In the journal religious studies 2011, 3559 a John D Copenhaver publish a paper, "Philosophy of Nonviolence" This paper will survey the historical developments of non violence from its roots in Elie verse religious traditions to its contemporary expression a strategy for social change.

A great researcher Andrew Rosser focusing on the issue of basic education and health services fees problems district governments in Indonesia in his research paper which is published under the title "Leaders, Elites and Coalitions" The politics of free public services in decentralized Indonesia. In Research & policy workshop Frankart, Germany 10-11 March 2011.

Adrian Leftwich suggest way we might usefully conceptualize what it means to think work politically in a development context where development is understood as the process which shape of reform locality appropriate in his research paper. Thinking & working politically in on research & policy workshop Frankart, Germany 10-11 March 2011.

Sadats Philips in his paper looks behind the paper scenes at the Yemini Regimes Opaque internal politics & at the nature of the Nero patrimonial systems that it has entrenched over the past 32 years in his research paper, Thinking & working politically in research & policy workshop Frankart, Germany 10-11 March 2011.

Michael Brutton & Eldred Masunungure in January 2011 in his essay officers an interpretation at the rise & full at zimbabe's political economy through the lens at leadership in his research paper & policy workshop Frankart, Germany 10-11 March 2011.

Mariz Tadros discuss in this research paper "Working politically behind red lines " How can the international community advance gender quality in politically closed & socially conservative contexts through effective support to women's conditions. This report presents the finding from a study how siz collective initiatives in Egypt & Jordan have formed & worked politically to advance the gender agenda in a number & key areas. Published in research & policy workshop Frunkart Germany 10-11 March 2011.

Rebecca Hodes, Jennifer Thorps & Orly Stern published research paper, politics at a women right's coalition in South Africa. This research paper present the finding from a study of a women's coalition in South Africa, published in Research & policy workshop Frankart Germany 10-11 March, 2011.
Lawra Brannelly, Lawra Lewis & Susy Nlarahutse in the world class research paper, Research & policy workshop Frunkart Germany 10-11 March 2011 delighted the product of the first phase of a development leadership program under the title higher education of the formation of developmental elites.

Heather Lyne Dever & Fraser Kenneclly focused in his review paper that aim to build enhance leadership capacity in the developing word. The main body of the paper consist of a review of 67 leadership development program. This paper is published in Research & policy workshop Frunkart Germany 10-11 March 2011.

Edward Grebe & Minka Woermann lighted the primary objective of this research has been to develop a conceptual framework for thinking about integrity in developmental context in the research paper the institutions of integrity & the integrity of the institutions, published in research policy workshop frunkart Germany 10-11 March, 2011.

V.M. Khandare & Dr. D.S. Kalambe gives valuable opinion & comments under the title "Post Ambedkarian Political Movement" that all movements Dr. Ambedkar the pioneer at Indian Constitution forced both political & social movement for the upliftment of socially & economically backward classed, published in Vol. 1, Issue-2, March 2011.

Devidas B Waydonde in a great research paper Comrade's Dange's role in Indian Freedom struggle which published in journal review of research Vol.-2, issue-7, Apil 2013 ISSH 2249-894x. Waydande commented Maharashtra is among the states that along & glorious legancy of the communist movement.

A great political scholar Mr. Bhupinder Singh & Jaspreet Kaur Bhangu published a research paper, "Naipaul's India-A Wounded civilization - A Political prescriptive" which published in the Criterion-An International Journal in English ISSN 0976-8165 he commended on V.S. Naipaul an eminent write & known for novels & works of non fiction which include essay & travel writings.

In 18 public administrations review Jan/Feb. 2007 a great author James P. Pfiffner wrote a paper under the title "The first MBA President George W Bush as Public Administrator. Pfiffner commented on the nation's first MBA president of his presidency exhibits both the strengths & weakness of his approach to operating as a chief executive officer.
In October 2008 Volume 8 November 2004 ISSN 1537-226x a project staff of Abraham Lincoln Association published a research paper, "Lincoln Editor focused on leadership of Abraham Lincoln.

Venkatesh G Pujari a political scholar published a research paper under title, "Impact of regional parties on Indian Democratic System" in Golden research through Volume-2 issue 10 April 2013 ISSN 2231-5063. He highlighted India is one of the largest democracies in the world. Political parties play on important role in demorative system.

Jessica S Azar in a research paper, "Gender Politics & U.S. Cultural Lag-A Comparative Analysis at executive female leadership” This paper compares the attainment of national political office by women in the United States with that in other industrialized & newly emerging democracies focusing on the election of women of chief executive leadership position. This was published in National Journal No.-3 1999-2142.

Toro Harrison & Genia Kostka are openly points out in the research paper Monocuvers for the low carban stage the local discussion about how to respond to climate changes has focused on the difficulties in agreeing on national targets for emissions reductions, publish in research & policy workshop Frunkart Germany 10-11 March 2011.

Eduardo Bonilla Silva & Victor Ray a great author publish a journal paper, "When whites love a Black Leader: Race matters in Obamerica”, published on line 06 Dec 2008 DOI 10.100/s/2111-008-9073-2. He commented on the issue the black image in the white mind.

In a journal of Strategic Leadership under the title, "What women bring to the exercise of leadership” wrote by Diane Chandler a great researcher. He highlighted on women leadership roles in all social spheres.

Dr. Ram Manohar Lohia a great author & researcher wrote a paper. "Resolution-Two nation theory root of Indo-Pakistan Conflict” published in journal 'The Outside' Vol 26 No-05, May 2013 highlighted on that the Pakistan has put the clock back & pro claimed itself and Islamic state in which the non believers have nationally an inferior states.

Karen Switzer Howse a great researcher wrote a paper, "Create Leadership Synergy-Starting from the inside out", published in building on success 29 May
2008 www.ccwestt2008.co. His research has shown that leadership plays an important part in workplace culture & productivity.

In international journal of applied science Vol-2 issue-4, July-Aug. 2012 Rakesh Kumar & Pankaj Kumar wrote a research paper under a title "Entrepreneurship development of rural women through self help group". He focused on empowerment in the context of women development is a way of defining, challenging & overcoming barriers in a women's life.

Kumar Singh & Nilesh Kumar publish a research paper under the title "History & background of different bodies committees engaged in development of accounting standards in India." He wrote that when a number of accounting methods was prevailing it was felt that there should uniformity in the preparation and presentation of financial transitions occurring during the business.

Under the title "The state work of Indian Women a great author Sylvia Ann Helwelett points out that the most startling figure however is note that overwhelming 91% of Indian women was to return to work but that so many succeed in on ramping. Paper published in journal, The Otherside Vol.-26, No.-05, May-2013.